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We give an upper bound for some exponential sums over primes, using only sieve
methods and Chebyshev’s estimate on primes.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Exponential Sum
Let a and q be coprime integers, let p denote a prime number, write e(:)
for e2?i:, and suppose that 4( } ) and {( } ) are, as usual, the Von Mangoldt
and divisor functions respectively. Also, = stands for an arbitrarily small
positive number and c1 , c2 , ... are positive constants. We consider the
exponential sum:




S \x, aq+= :
q
h=1
e \aq h+ 9(x, q, h)
where
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1.2. An Asymptotic Formula




+O { x.(q) exp \&c1
log x
- q log2 q++x exp(&c2 - log x)= ,









+O(x exp(&c3 - log x))
which holds uniformly in q with E1=1 if there exists a real character /1
modulo q such that L(s, /1) has a real zero ;1>1&c4 log q and E1=0
otherwise. Thus one has an effective approximation for S(x, aq) when q<
(log x)2& = and a non-effective formula when log2 x<q<exp(c5 - log x).
1.3. Upper Bounds for Large Values of q
Vinogradov [11] gave a first upper bound for S:
Let := aq+
;
q 2 , |;|1, (a, q)=1, 1<q<x. Then
S(x, :)<<x(log x)4+= {q&12+\qx+
12
+O(exp(&- log x))= .
This bound is non-trivial for q>(log x)8+=. More recently, Vaughan
[10] (see also [2]) simplified and improved this result. We shall need
this estimate only at the end of the paper (in the proof of Theorem 1,
Corollary).
1.4. Upper Bounds for Small Values of q
Using Siegel’s theorem, Karatsuba [7] obtained the following surprisingly
effective bound:
Let {=xH, =>0, 1<Hexp(= - log x). Suppose that := aq+’,





Earlier, Vinogradov had proved (Theorem 2a and 2b in Chap. IX of
[11]), by purely elementary means, the weaker estimate:
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Let {=xH, =>0, 1<Hexp((log x)=). Suppose that := aq+’,





The purpose of this paper is to prove a result that is slightly stronger
than Vinogradov’s theorem, but weaker than Karatsuba’s, using only sieve
methods (essentially, not much more than a Fundamental Lemma and an
elementary estimate of Chebyshev), but without appeal to the theory of
Dirichlet L-series or the Prime Number Theorem.
Theorem 1. Let {=xH, =>0, 1<Hexp(= - log x). Suppose that
:= aq+’, |’|1q{, (a, q)=1, and
1qexp((log x)13&=).
Then




This theorem leads to a simple and elementary proof of the following
famous result:
Corollary 1 (Vinogradov). For any irrational number :, the sequence
[ p: : p prime] is uniformly equidistributed modulo 1.
1.5. Reduction to Rational Numbers
For x1> y>0 we define
S(x1 , y, q, a) := :
x1& y<nx1
4(n) e \aq n+ .
Following Vinogradov, we shall see that Theorem 1 is an easy consequence
of
Theorem 2. Let =>0, y=x exp(&- log x), y<x1x, (a, q)=1, and
(1.1) 1qexp((log x)13&=).
Then
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1.6. Some Additional Notation
Given z2 we define the two completely multiplicative functions given
on the primes by




}(n) :={0 if n=11 if n2.
We denote by |A| the cardinality of a set A, we write
fz(q) := ‘
pz, p | q
p
p&1










=+(q) when (a, q)=1.
Finally, for s<t we define





U*(s, t, z, q, a) := :
s<nt
uz(n) e \anq + .
1.7. The Key Identity





multiply both sides by uz and use the definition of } to obtain
(1.3) uz4=uz log&uz4 V uz }.
This will be our key identity (see [1, 2, 10]).
We introduce also the multiplicative function
Fy(q) := :
$ | q
uy($) + \q$+ fy \
q
$+ , y2.















The companion multiplicative function
Gy(q) := :
$ | q
uy($) . \q$+ fy \
q
$+
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2. BILINEAR FORMS
By the identity (1.2)
S(x1 , y, q, a)=S1(x1 , y, z, q, a)+S2(x1 , y, z, q, a),
where
S1(x1 , y, z, q, a) := :
x1& y<nx1
vz(n) 4(n) e \aq n+
and
S2(x1 , y, z, q, a) := :
x1& y<nx1
uz(n) 4(n) e \aq n+ .
We split S2 into two parts according to (1.3),
S2(x1 , y, z, q, a)=B1(x1 , y, z, q, a)&B2(x1 , y, z, q, a),
where
B1(x1 , y, z, q, a) := :
x1& y<nx1
uz(n) e \aq n+ log n
and















uz(m) 4(m) e \aq dm+
by the definition of }. We estimate S1 trivially by




1<<?(z) log x1<<z log x1 ,
so that
(2.2) S(x1 , y, q, a)=B1(x1 , y, z, q, a)&B2(x1 , y, z, q, a)+O(z log x1).
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3. SIEVE ESTIMATES
We shall use several classical sieve estimates to deal with the sums U and
U*. Lemma 1 is a deduction from [5, Theorem 2.2] and Lemma 2 from
[5, Theorem 3.7]. Alternative sources for these results are to be found,
respectively, in [8] and [9].







Lemma 2 (BrunTitchmarsh). Suppose =>0, D<C ; for some positive








The next estimate is one of numerous variations of a ‘‘Fundamental
Lemma.’’ We shall quote it, in slightly weaker form, from [5, Theorem 2.5],
partly for historical reasons. Other versions are given, e.g., in [4, Vol. I; 6].
Lemma 3 (HalberstamRichert). Suppose that s<t, y<(t&s)q and
(h, q)=1. Then
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Lemma 4. Suppose that s<t and log(t&s)>>log y. Then, uniformly for
any integer a satisfying (a, q)=1,








Proof. By Lemma 1






and when y>>(t&s)q this quantity is absorbed by the error term in the
statement of the lemma. Hence we may suppose that y<(t&s)q. Summing
over residue classes modulo q we get
U*(s, t, y, q, a)= :
q
h=1




Next we order the sum according to the values of $=(h, q), so that




























by the definition of U. Since y<(t&s)q=((t&s)$) } ($q)<(t&s)$,
Lemma 3 applies and yields
U*(s, t, y, q, a)=P*(s, t)+E*(s, t),
where











fy \q$+ 6y ,
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and the error term E*(s, t) is at most of order
t&s





_{exp \&log((t&s)q)log y ++exp(&- (log(t&s)q))= .



























Gy(q) {exp \&log((t&s)q)log y ++exp(&- (log(t&s)q))= ,
and this, in conjunction with (1.5), completes the proof of Lemma 4.
4. THE SUM B1
Lemma 5. Let =>0, y=x exp(&- log x), z=exp((log yq)log q), y
x1x, 1qexp((log x)13& =), and (a, q)=1. Then
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Now
B1(x1 , y, z, q, a)= :
x1& y<nx1
















uz(n) e \aq n+ ,
so that
B1(x1 , y, z, q, a)<<(log x1) sup
x1& ytx1
|U*(t, x1 , z, q, a)|.
We may suppose that, on the right, x1&tz1100; otherwise the desired
estimate follows at once. Now apply Lemma 4 to U*(t, x1 , z, q, a) with
z1100x1&t y. The main term P* in that lemma, when combined with














The functions x  x exp(&log xlog z) and x  x exp(&- log x) are
increasing in x when x is large, and therefore the two terms in the error
term in Lemma 4 satisfy respectively
x1&t
log z
exp \&log((x1&t)q)log z +
y
log z










For large enough x, our bound on q and inequality (4.1) imply that these





5. THE SUM B2
Our objective in this section is to prove
Lemma 6. Let =>0, y=x exp(&- log x), z=exp(log( yq)log q), y
x1x, 1qexp((log x)13& =) and (a, q)=1. Then




The proof of Lemma 6 will be carried out in several stages. We begin
with the remark that the bilinear form B2 is a sum over the region
H=[(m, d ) : z<dx1z, z<m, x1& y<mdx1].
For any subset T of H define
B(T) := :
(m, d ) # T
uz(d ) uz(m) 4(m) e \aq md+ ,
so that
B2=B(H).
We now split the region H into at most O(log x1) ‘‘rectangles’’ of the form
M=[(m, d ) : M<d2M, x1& y<mdx1],
with





Next, given N=zc, where 0<c<1 and c is otherwise arbitrary but fixed,
we split each M into at most MN subregions of type
S=[(m, d ) : s<dt, x1& y<mdx1],
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where
s=M+kN (k=0, 1, 2, ...), t=s+N,






Finally, consider the price of replacing S with the genuine rectangle
R=[(m, d ) : s<dt, (x1& y)s<mx1 s].
We have
|B(R)&B(S)|(log x) :









































yzc&1 exp(- log x).
It follows that
}B(M)&: B(R) }: |B(S)&B(R)|
<<(log x) yzc&1 exp(- log x),
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and hence that
(5.2) }B2&: : B(R)}
= }: (B(M)&: B(R)) }<<(log x)2 yzc&1 exp(- log x),
which is an admissible error by the definition of z and (1.1).
Thus we have reduced the estimation of B2 to the bounding of each sum
B(R)= :
(m, d ) # R
uz(d ) uz(m) 4(m) e \aq md+ ;









Once we have proved (5.3) and recalled that there are at most MN rec-
tangles R to each M and at most O(log x1) regions M, Lemma 6 follows
at once from (5.2) and (5.3).
It remains to justify the claim (5.3). By the CauchySchwarz inequality






Since t&sN=zc, 0<c<1, Lemma 1 applies to the first sum on the
right and shows it to be at most of order Nlog z. Our main business there-
fore is with the second expression on the right. Here we first make things






Obviously then uz(d )uw(d ). We make this sacrifice in order to be able to
apply Lemma 4a consequence of the ‘‘Fundamental Lemma’’ 3later.
Thus
















uz(m) 4(m) uz(m$) 4(m$)




where $ signifies that the variables m, m$ satisfy






































uz(m) 4(m) uz(m$) 4(m$)




We write the innermost sum in the form
:
s<dt






and apply Lemma 4, as we may do since (ah$, q$)=1 and t&sN=zc.
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We obtain by (1.4) and Mertens’ estimate of 6w that








+exp \&log(Nq)log w ++exp(&- log(Nq))= .







(for x large); we may suppose that (h&m, q)=1 since otherwise there
would exist a prime p dividing q and larger than z, which is impossible
given the limitation we have imposed on the size of q. We apply the Brun
























_{{(q)+q exp \&log(Nq)log w ++q exp(&- log(Nq))= .























By (5.5) and (1.1) the term q exp(&- log(Nq)) is negligible, and so, since
Ms2M, (5.3) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
It is now clear that (2.2) in combination with Lemmas 5 and 6 proves
Theorem 2.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We split the interval [1, x] into sub-intervals of type [ky, (k+1) y],
where y=x exp(&- log x), so that there are O(exp(- log x)) such sub-
intervals.
Since n # [x1& y, x1],






4(n) e \aq n++O( y2 |’| ).
















and we deduce from Theorem 2 that
:
x1& y<nx1




From this Theorem 1 follows at once since
S(x, :)<<exp(- log x) sup
x1x
} :x1& y<nx1 4(n) e(:n)} .
To prove the corollary, we need to show, by Weyl’s Lemma, only that




9(x) } :nx 4(n) e(l:n) }=0,
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x } :nx 4(n) e(l:n)}=0.
Let {=x exp(&(log x)=). By Dirichlet’s theorem there exist coprime





If q>exp((log x)13&=) we apply Vinogradov’s theorem from [11], quoted
above in Section 1.3, to obtain
1
x
S(x, :)<<(log x)4+= {q&12+exp \&12 (log x)=++O(expp(&- log x))=
<<(log x)4+= exp \&12 (log x)=+ 0, as x  +.




and q&12+=  0 as the denominator q  +.
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